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Seriously, Gone holds his own identity and doesn’t want to use such despicable means.
But there is no way, this Ren Yingying has a stubborn personality and refuses to accept
softness, so she can only deal with it this way.
Om….
I saw that as Gone recited the formula, Ren Yingying’s eyes gradually became empty
and his expression was blank.
Finally, the soul control Dafa was completed, Ren Yingying completely forgot everything
before, only remembered that she was the subordinate of the Demon Venerable, and
said respectfully at this time: “Master.”
“Haha…”
At this time, Gone , very excited, smiled and nodded and said: “Go, go back to Kyushu,
all the forces that oppose the demons must be eliminated.”
“It’s the master…”
…
On the other side, Yu Heavenly Palace.
Demon Lord Gone sent his subordinates to propose to replace Yue Feng with the
primordial spirit of the ancestors of the Great Desolation. The news caused an uproar in
the entire Yutian Palace.
Nine days God learned about the situation, and immediately summoned the priests to
discuss the matter.
At this time, the Nine Heavens God was sitting on the throne, his face was extremely
gloomy, and the supreme primordial spirit was actually in the hands of the Demon Lord
Gone.
In the position next to her, Nu Wa also had a solemn expression on her face.
“Senior sister!”
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Finally, Jiutian God asked Nuwa, “Gonie will use Master’s Primordial Spirit in exchange
for Yue Feng, what do you think?”
When he said this, Jiutian God was angry and helpless. .
Speaking of which, Jiutian God really wanted to send troops to attack Fengmo
Mountain, but considering the safety of Master Yuanshen, it was not easy to act rashly.
More importantly, the Demon Race attaches so much importance to Yue Feng. If Yue
Feng is handed over, won’t the other party succeed?
“This matter is not as simple as we imagined.”
At this time, Empress Nuwa pondered for a while, and said slowly: “Gone captured the
master’s primordial spirit, which was already beneficial to the invincible position, but still
We have to catch Yue Feng. From this we can see that Yue Feng is the key.”
After speaking, Nuwa continued: “I guess, the prediction of the innate spirit stone is
inseparable from Yue Feng.”
Phew!
Hearing this, Jiutian God took a deep breath and said in a very angry voice: “I think so
too, but I have tortured Yue Feng before, and this kid won’t say a word.”
When he thinks of Yue Feng, Jiutian God will Unspeakable fire.
Mad, this kid’s mouth is too hard.
Nu Wa sighed, her beautiful face showed a bit of complexity, and she smiled bitterly:
“Junior brother, maybe Yue Feng really doesn’t know the situation, because when Gone
opened the innate spirit stone, Yue Feng was in Kyushu at the time.”
Uh ….
Hearing this, Jiutian God was very embarrassed: “According to the meaning of Senior
Sister, what should we do?”
“Change!”
Nuwa said without hesitation: “Of course we have to change, Master’s primordial spirit is
very important, We must not sit idly by, but we must not do as Gone said, it is too
passive.” After speaking, Nuwa said to the priests
below: “Where is the demon messenger? Bring him in.

” Yes, ma’am.”
The voice fell, and the two gods responded, walked out of the Yutian Palace quickly,
and came in with a burly figure in a short while.
It is the Qingming Demon King.
Because of the failure to hunt down Yue Feng in Kyushu, the Demon King Qingming did
not send his men down in order to make up for his shortcomings, but personally came
to Yutian Palace to negotiate with the God of Nine Heavens.
Swish!
At this moment, all the gazes of Yutian Palace converged on the Demon King
Qingming, one by one unable to conceal the hostility.
However, Demon King Qingming didn’t panic at all. He looked directly at Jiutian God
and said with a smile: “Have you negotiated it? As long as you hand over Yue Feng, we
will immediately release the primordial spirit of the ancestors of Honghuang.”
Jiutian God was about to respond, but Interrupted by Nuwa.
“Of course we have to change.”
At this time, Nu Wa’s red lips parted lightly, and she said softly, “But I will apologise to
you for a while.” The voice fell, Nu Wa rose up, and slapped the Demon King Qingming.
Nima!
The Qingming Demon King never thought that Nuwa would suddenly attack. At that
time, he instinctively raised his hand to meet him, but his strength was far behind Nuwa.
boom!
I saw the palms of the two sides touching, and the Demon King Qingming was shocked,
and he was shocked back dozens of steps in a row. Before he could stabilize his figure,
Nuwa took advantage of the situation to pursue her, and a divine power burst out,
sealing his demon soul.
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Wow!
At the same time, the Nine Heavens God and the priests sitting there were also
shocked.

Madam, what are you doing?
The primordial spirit of the ancestor is in the hands of the demons. If there is something
wrong with the Qingming Demon King who came to negotiate, wouldn’t the primordial
spirit of the ancestor be even more dangerous?
“You…”
At this moment, Demon King Qingming couldn’t move, and looked at Empress Nuwa in
shock and anger: “Niangniang, what do you mean by this? , are you not afraid that the
primordial spirit of the ancestors of Honghuang will be destroyed by my family?”
When he said this, the Qingming Demon King’s face was righteous, but his heart was
inexplicable.
Because the Demon King Qingming is very clear in her heart, Empress Nuwa acts very
cautiously and prudently, and never does anything she is not sure about. According to
normal circumstances, she would never act rashly, but at this time she moved her hand,
which proves that she has Think of a way to deal with the demons.
Nima, if that’s the case, I’m afraid I’m going to be in a bad way.
Thinking of this, the Demon King Qingming was cold sweat and kept running down his
face.
“Don’t panic!”
Chang’e smiled lightly, with a bit of wisdom in her eyes, sensing the anxiety of Demon
King Qingming, and said slowly, “I won’t kill you, I just want to borrow your identity
temporarily. That’s it.”
At this time, Chang’e was full of confidence.
She has already planned to control the Demon King Qingming first, imprison his demon
soul, and then take his body out of the body, and finally, as the Demon King Qingming,
go back to see the Demon Lord Gone.
Speaking of which, it was very risky for Mother Nuwa to do this.
You must know that once the primordial spirit leaves the body, the strength will be
greatly reduced. At that time, once the Demon Lord Gone finds something wrong, it will
be difficult for Nuwa to escape.
But no way.

After the demons opened the Innate Spirit Stone, what prophecy did they get? Nuwa
and Jiutian God had no idea, and the primordial spirit of the ancient ancestors also fell
into the hands of Gone. Bian was completely passive, so Nuwa decided to take a risk.
Occupying the body of Demon King Qingming with his primordial spirit, returning to
Gone to find out the situation, he can also make timely countermeasures.
Borrow my identity?
Hearing Nuwa’s answer at this time, Demon King Qingming panicked inexplicably and
swallowed subconsciously.
This…
At this moment, the Nine Heavens God and the surrounding priests became even more
puzzled.
What did the lady say? Does she want to borrow the body of the Qingming Demon
King?
What is she going to do?
“Senior sister!” Finally, Jiutian God was
the first to react, and at the same time he guessed something: “You…you want to
occupy his body and go back to the Demon Race to investigate the situation?”
I guessed Nu Wa’s intention.
Um!
Nuwa nodded, her delicate face was full of solemnity: “If we don’t do this, we will always
be led by the nose of the demons. I can only use the identity of the Qingming Demon
King to go back and have a chance to find out the situation, so that we can also Not so
passive anymore.”
“No way!”
Hearing the answer, Jiutian God was very excited, stood up at once, and shook his
head resolutely: “This is absolutely not possible, you are too dangerous to do this,
Master’s soul has been captured by Gone, I can’t let you anymore. Go on an
adventure.”
When he said this, the Nine Heavens God was very anxious.

To be honest, what Nuwa said is indeed feasible, but it also involves great danger. You
must know that when the primordial spirit leaves the body, it is like a tiger without its
claws and a goshawk without its eyes. Nirvana realized that it would be a doomed
situation.
More importantly, Jiutian God is deeply in love with Sister Nuwa, how could she just
watch her take risks with her own eyes?
“Yeah, Niangniang, you can’t take risks.” “If Niangniang
is in a situation other than that, our God Realm will be even more passive.
“
Speak comfortingly.
However, Nu Wa had made up her mind, smiled at that time, and said seriously: “The
only feasible way at this time. You don’t have to persuade me.”
Phew!
Seeing this, the Nine Heavens God took a deep breath and said, “Since this is the case,
I will go…”
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was interrupted by Nuwa before she finished speaking.
“You are the God of the Nine Heavens, the ruler of the Divine Realm.” Nuwa bit her lip,
no doubt about it: “The Yutian Palace still needs you to guard, you can’t go.”
Seeing her resolute expression, the God of Nine Heavens no longer insists on it. He
took a long sigh.
At this time, Nuwa walked slowly to the Demon King Qingming and said lightly,
“Qingming, if you don’t want me to borrow your identity, tell me honestly, what
enlightenment did you get when you opened the Innate Spirit Stone? He Yue What
does the wind have to do with it?”
Seriously, Nuwa knew that Demon King Qingming wouldn’t say it easily, but she still
had to give it a try.
call!

The Demon King Qingming took a deep breath and gritted his teeth: “You don’t have to
waste your efforts, I will not betray your lord, even if you occupy my body, your lord can
see it at a glance.”
“Okay!” Nu Waqing He laughed and said coldly, “Since you don’t cooperate, there’s
nothing to say.”
Om!
When the voice fell, Nuwa’s divine power exploded. She raised her jade hand and
placed it directly on the head of Demon King Qingming, injecting divine power to
suppress his soul consciousness and will. Although Nuwa had sealed the demon soul of
Demon King Qingming just now, But he can still think that it is difficult for Nu Wa’s
primordial spirit to completely occupy, so he has to completely suppress his
consciousness.
“Ah…” The
incomparably powerful divine power continued to pour in, and the Demon King
Qingming couldn’t help but let out a miserable cry, but felt as if his soul consciousness
had been crushed, and kept shouting: “Nüwa, you It won’t succeed, you can see your
conspiracy at a glance, you won’t succeed…”
Hearing the cry of the Qingming Demon King, Nuwa ignored it and continued to
strengthen the influx of divine power.
buzzing….
As the influx of divine power became stronger and stronger, the air in the entire Yutian
Palace was violently distorted, and the cry of the Qingming Demon King became
weaker and weaker. In the end, he lost control of his own body, and the shouting
stopped. down.
I saw that the demon king of Qingming stood there stiffly, his eyes were empty, his soul
consciousness and demon soul had been completely sealed by Nuwa, and he had
completely lost control of his body.
call!
At this moment, Nuwa didn’t hesitate at all, her red lips lightly opened and she recited a
few formulas, and she saw a golden light flashing, and the primordial spirit came out of
the body and directly merged into the body of the Qingming Demon King.
After the integration, Nuwa controlled the body of the Qingming Demon King, slowly
opened her eyes, and said to the God of Nine Heavens: “Okay, I will go back to Gone
now, and you will bring out Yue Feng as soon as possible, ready to exchange.”

Said After finishing the last word, Nu Wa turned around and walked out of Yutian
Palace.
“Senior sister!” Looking at the back of Nuwa’s departure, Jiutian
God couldn’t tell what it was like, so he couldn’t help shouting: “You must be careful.
“
They all knelt down and watched Nuwa leave, each with a look of reverence.
In this way, sneaking into the Demon Race to investigate the situation, in the entire
Divine Realm, only Empress Nuwa has such courage and courage.
“Quick!”
At this time, the God of Nine Heavens calmed down and said to the fairies on the left
and right: “Take the body of the goddess to a safe place, and take good care of it. Make
no mistake.”
Nuwa’s body has lost its vitality . God, very fragile, a demon warrior can easily destroy
it.
“Yes, Your Majesty!”
After hearing the order, several fairies walked over quickly and took Nu Wa’s body out
of the Imperial Palace.
“Haotian!” As soon as the
forefoot left, Jiutian God looked around, and finally his eyes fell on Haotian Shenjun:
“Go to Tianjing and bring Yue Feng out. Get ready to exchange points and welcome
back to the ancestors. Primordial Spirit.”
Haotian Divine Sovereign nodded: “Yes, Your Majesty.” The
voice fell, Haotian Divine Sovereign quickly walked out of Yutian Palace and rushed to
the Heavenly Prison.
At this moment, in the prison.
Yue Feng was sitting in the corner, his face was pale and his clothes were ragged. The
injuries caused by the whiplash had not recovered at this time, and the whole person
looked extremely miserable.
Mad, in my life I’ve been upright and honest, and I’ve never done anything wrong.

Could it be that the final outcome is to die in the Heavenly Prison of God’s Domain?
No, you can’t accept your fate.
At this moment, Yue Feng murmured in his heart, endured the pain in his body, sat
cross-legged, and tried to break away the restraining force in his body.
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…
But at this moment, Yue Feng clearly heard the sound of light footsteps coming from
outside the prison.
Listening to the voice, there is only one person, but the comer is very powerful.
Oops.
At this moment, Yue Feng opened his eyes and stared at the entrance of Tian Prison,
feeling inexplicably nervous.
Could it be that the Nine Heavens God has ordered me to be executed?
Just when Yue Feng was muttering in his heart, he saw a tall and handsome figure who
strode in, dressed in golden red armor, majestic and arrogant.
It is Haotian Shenjun.
call!
Seeing Divine Sovereign Haotian, Yue Feng felt very uneasy in his heart, but he
showed an indifferent look on his face, and smiled lightly: “What? God of Nine Heavens
is going to execute me so soon? Moreover, I also asked Divine Sovereign Haotian to
personally Going out, it seems that I have a lot of face.”
As he spoke, Yue Feng’s mind quickly turned, thinking about how Ruo could escape.
It’s just that the power in the body is sealed tightly, and the whole body is weak and
weak, and there is no chance at all.
“Haha!”
Seeing that Yue Feng was still able to laugh at this time, the Divine Lord Haotian
chuckled and said coldly: “You are really not afraid of death, and you dare to smile with
me.” After speaking

, the Divine Lord Haotian looked complicated . He got up and continued: “But speaking
of it, I quite admire you. With your own power, you have created chaos between the
Divine Realm and the Demon Race. It is considered unprecedented, and no one will
come since.”
Uh…
Hearing this, Yue Feng scratched his head, very embarrassed, but he still showed a
smile: “Thank you God for your praise.”
Saying that, Yue Feng endured the fear in his heart and asked, “Are you here to kill me
now?”
It was time to say this, and Yue Feng was in despair.
Still can’t escape this disaster.
“Haha…”
Seeing Yue Feng’s face, Haotian Shenjun couldn’t help laughing and said sarcastically:
“Tsk tsk, I thought you were not afraid of the sky, but you were afraid of death.”
When he said this, Haotian Divine Monarch’s eyes were full of contempt.
At this moment, Yue Feng was too lazy to talk nonsense, and smiled bitterly: “Okay,
let’s not say more, if you want to execute the execution, do it as soon as possible!” After
speaking, Yue Feng slowly closed his eyes.
At this time, Yue Feng was completely desperate.
Brother Wen, Dasheng, Yingying, Yuruo…and everything in Kyushu.
See you in the afterlife.
However, Yue Feng closed his eyes and waited for more than ten seconds, but he didn’t
see any movement from Haotian Divine Sovereign, so he was a little puzzled at the
time.
what’s going on?
Muttering in his heart, Yue Feng opened his eyes and saw Haotian God Monarch
standing there, looking at himself with a complex expression.
“Boy!”

At this time, the God of Haotian said lightly: “You are very lucky, the demons will call for
you to be replaced by the primordial spirit of the ancestor, so you can’t die for the time
being.” Seriously, the God of Haotian has always been to Yue Feng. I didn’t like it, I
really wanted to kill him just now, but for the sake of the overall situation, I held back.
The voice fell, Haotian Divine Sovereign came over, picked up Yue Feng, and walked
out of the prison.
What?
Yue Feng was being carried, and he couldn’t tell how uncomfortable it was, but he was
even more shocked in his heart.
The primordial spirit of the ancestors of the Great Wilderness, in the hands of the
Demon Race?
When did this happen?
Thinking to himself, Yue Feng couldn’t help but ask: “What the hell is going on? Why did
the Demon Race exchange the primordial spirit of the ancestor for me?
“
…..
On the other side, the Demon Sealing Mountain.
After Nuwa successfully occupied the body of the Qingming Demon King, she rushed to
Fengmo Mountain as soon as possible, and the journey went very smoothly.
At this time, Nuwa arrived at the black palace in the Demon Sealing Mountain, and saw
the Demon Lord Gone sitting on the throne, playing with the Soul Soul Magic Stone in
his hand.
Candle Saint and Neisheng several demon kings stood quietly on both sides.
“Qing Ming!” Seeing Nuwa coming in, the
Demon Lord Gone smiled, but his tone was somewhat majestic: “How did things go?
That child of the Nine Heavens God, are you willing to exchange?”
Zun Gone didn’t even notice that the Demon King of Qingming, the demon soul and
consciousness in front of him had been controlled, and it was Empress Nuwa who
occupied this body.
call!

Nu Wa breathed a sigh of relief, stepped forward slowly, and said respectfully, “Your
Highness, they are willing to exchange.”
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When she said this, Nu Wa’s eyes couldn’t help but look at the Soul Requiring Magic
Stone in Gone’s hand.
This seems to be the treasure of the Demon Race.
Could it be that Master’s Primordial Spirit is trapped inside?
“Hahaha!”
Just when Nuwa was thinking about this in her heart, Gone stood up and laughed
happily: “Very well, after today, our Demon Race will be invincible, The capture of God’s
Domain is just around the corner.”
When he said this, Demon Lord Gone was indescribably happy.
Exchange the soul-suppressing magic stone for Yue Feng, and then get rid of this kid,
the demons will have no worries. Moreover, the primordial spirit of the ancestors of the
prehistoric world is still in the hands of the demons, and if they fight the realm of the
gods, they are not familiar with the win.
“Respect for the wise.”
At this moment, Zhu Sheng and several demon kings, they all knelt down and shouted
in unison.
Faced with such a situation, Nuwa had to bow to her in order not to expose herself, but
she was very puzzled.
Why would the Demon Race be invincible when Yue Feng was replaced?
Thinking to herself, Nu Wa couldn’t help but ask, “Your Highness, what are we going to
do after changing back to Yue Feng?”
Huh?
Hearing this, Demon Zun Gone frowned and looked at Nuwa coldly: “In your opinion,
what should I do? Could it be that you have a better way?”
This Qingming went to Yutian Palace, Brain is broken?

The Moon Wind was a stumbling block for the Demon Race to dominate the Divine
Realm. Naturally, it was removed decisively. What else could be done.
As soon as the words fell, Zhu Sheng and several demon kings also looked at Nu Wa in
astonishment.
In the next second, Demon Lord Candle Sage couldn’t help but said: “Qing Ming, what’s
wrong with you? Could it be that he was bewitched by those sanctimonious guys in
God’s Domain? That kid Yue Feng is related to the future of our Demon Race, naturally
It just died.”
What?
At this moment, Nu Wa’s heart trembled.
The Demon Race spent so much effort, exchanging the Master’s Primordial Spirit for
Yue Feng, and the final purpose was to get rid of him?
Thinking like this, Nu Wa quickly made an ashamed look and said with a smile, “No, I’m
just thinking about how to kill that kid.”
When she said this, Nu Wa had a gloomy expression on her face. I was a little
apprehensive in my heart.
You won’t reveal yourself, will you?
“Okay, okay!”
At this moment, the Demon Lord Gone was too lazy to talk nonsense, and ordered:
“Let’s not talk about this for the time being, let’s exchange some points first.” At this
time, Gone was anxious to exchange Yue Feng, completely unaware that there was
something wrong with the ‘Qing Ming’ in front of him.
“Yes!” The
voice fell, and the several demon kings of Candle Saint responded in unison.
Nuwa let out a sigh of relief.
It’s dangerous, I almost revealed my identity just now, so it’s better to read more and
ask less.
I thought to myself, Nuwa and the other demon kings, followed the demon and rushed
towards the exchange point.
The exchange point is in a valley between Yutian Palace and Fengmo Mountain.

call!
When I arrived, I saw thousands of gods and soldiers gathered in the valley. In front of
these gods and gods, the Nine Heavens God was quietly suspended there.
At this time, the God of the Nine Heavens, dressed in a golden dragon robe, is very
mighty, but his face can’t hide the anxiety.
On the left side of the Nine Heavens God are the priests.
On the right are Haotian Shenjun and Yue Feng.
“Haha!”
At this moment, seeing this scene, Demon Lord Gone smiled and mocked at the Nine
Heavens God: “What? Bring so many soldiers here, afraid that I won’t hand over your
master’s primordial spirit?
” Falling down, the demon kings behind him couldn’t help laughing.
In this exchange, on the Demon Race side, Gone only brought a few Demon Kings,
while the Nine Heavens God brought so many subordinates, it was inevitable that he
would be ridiculed.
Swish!
Hearing the ridicule, Jiutian God’s face turned red all of a sudden, and he was very
annoyed.
But Jiutian God was too lazy to talk nonsense, and said coldly to Gone: “Stop talking
nonsense, where is my master’s primordial spirit?”
Nuwa shook her head gently, indicating that nothing had been found.
“It’s in here!”
At this time, Gone raised the Soul Requiring Magic Stone in his hand and smiled: “Don’t
worry, he’s fine inside, I didn’t hurt him one bit.”
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When he said this, Gone’s face was serious, but there was a bit of cunning in his eyes.

Long before Nuwa returned to Fengmoshan, Gone transferred the primordial spirit of
the ancestors of the Great Wilderness from the Soul Requiring Magic Stone. Fake
images come out.
hum!
At this moment, in order to convince the Nine Heavens God, Gone mobilized the magic
power and poured it into the soul-suppressing magic stone.
It is the false image of the ancient ancestors.
“Master!”
Seeing the image, the Nine Heavens God couldn’t help shouting, his face was full of
urgency, he was concerned about the safety of the ancestors of the Great Wilderness.
Um?
However, at this moment, Nu Wa felt that something was wrong.
She was standing behind Gone, and at this time she clearly noticed that the image of
the ancient ancestors that had been transformed did not have any fluctuations in divine
power.
However… the Soul Requiring Magic Stone is the most precious treasure of the demon
race. It is normal to be trapped inside and unable to radiate divine power.
call!
Seeing this scene, Yue Feng wanted to cry without tears.
Nima, what does the innate spiritual stone have to do with me, it can make the gods and
the demons so much fanfare, and my worth has doubled, and I can exchange it with the
primordial spirit of the ancestors.
“Haotian!” Just when Yue Feng was full of bitterness, Jiutian
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God opened his mouth and ordered: “Take Yue Feng over.”
Haha…
Seeing this situation, Gone showed a smile and threw the Soul Requiring Magic Stone
to Candle Saint: “Go and exchange it.” The

Candle Saint Demon King was about to respond, Nuwa walked over first: “Your
Highness, I Let’s go.” After speaking, he took the soul-suppressing magic stone from
Candle Saint Demon King’s hand, and greeted Haotian God Sovereign and Yue Feng.
Nuwa thought carefully, and the more she thought about it, the more she felt that Gone
was a little suspicious, so she decided to take a risk.
Seeing Nuwa so active, Gone frowned and didn’t care.
call!
At this time, Nuwa silently activated her divine power and injected it into the soulsuppressing magic stone while walking, and she was shocked and furious.
Damn, this Gone is so cunning.
Master’s primordial spirit is not in it at all.
At this time, Nu Wa clearly sensed that there was no fluctuation in divine power in the
Soul Requiring Magic Stone.
At this time, Haotian Divine Monarch brought Yue Feng to the front.
“What’s wrong?”
Seeing Nuwa’s complicated face, the Haotian God could not help but ask in a low voice,
“Is there something wrong?” When Nuwa was in the Yutian Palace and occupied the
body of the Qingming Demon King, the Haotian God was on the side. look.
At this time, seeing Nuwa’s expression was different, Haotian Shenjun immediately
realized that the situation was not good.
“There’s nothing in this magic stone.”
Nuwa bit her lip tightly and said in a low voice, “We were all deceived by Gone.” The
voice was so small that only they and Yue Feng could hear it.
What?
Hearing this, Haotian Shenjun changed his face and became angry.
Mad, this Demon Lord Gone is too cunning. Fortunately, Empress Nuwa had foresight
and occupied the body of the Qingming Demon King at that time.
What the hell!

However, seeing the situation in front of him, Yue Feng was completely stunned, and
only felt his brain buzzing.
what’s going on?
When did the Demon King of the Demon Clan join the Divine Realm? At this time, he
actually told Haotian Divine Sovereign the secret of the Demon Race?
For a time, Yue Feng only felt that one head and two were big, very messy.
At this time, Yue Feng did not know that the Demon King of Qingming in front of him
had already been occupied by Nuwa.
call!
At this moment, Nu Wa thought about it quickly, and said to Haotian Divine Monarch:
“You add a surprise attack on me, and snatch away the magic stone. Quick.” Nu Wa’s
mind was quick, and she quickly came up with a strategy.
Divine Sovereign Haotian realized instantly, and said in a low voice, “That would be
offended.”
Om!
The voice fell, and the divine power of Haotian Divine Sovereign exploded. He shot like
electricity, and slapped Nuwa with a palm
. With one palm, the world changes color.
What?
Seeing this, whether it was Gone or the Nine Heavens God, they were all shocked.
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I’m going!
What’s going on here?
At the same time, Yue Feng was also stunned, and his mind was in a mess.
It was fine just now, how do you say you can do it? Which one is this playing?
“Haotian Divine Sovereign!”

At this moment, Gone roared, and stared at Haotian Divine Sovereign coldly: “You dare
to play with this deity?” At this time, Gonie was very angry in his heart, why did he
Unexpectedly, Haotian Shenjun dared to do it in public.
“Haotian!”
The God of Nine Heavens on the opposite side couldn’t help but shouted: “You are
crazy.” Haotian was so impulsive, if the raid failed, the master’s soul would be in
danger.
At this time, the God of Nine Heavens didn’t know that there was no primordial spirit of
the ancestors of the ancestors in the soul-suppressing magic stone, and he didn’t know
that Haotian’s raid was inspired by Nuwa.
boom!
In the anger of both sides, when they saw a palm hitting Nu Wa’s shoulder, they heard a
muffled groan, and Nu Wa staggered back ten steps, her face pale.
However, Haotian Divine Sovereign’s strength was just right. It seemed that this palm
was very powerful, but in fact it didn’t hurt Nuwa at all.
When she staggered back, Nuwa pretended not to hold her steady, and the Soul
Requiring Magic Stone in her hand fell to the ground.
At this moment, Haotian Shenjun was quick-witted and took the Soul-Summing Magic
Stone in his hand. At the same time, the other hand still tightly controls Yue Feng.
For a time, the soul-suppressing magic stone and Yue Feng were both in the hands of
Haotian Divine Sovereign.
The situation is very favorable for God’s Domain.
Swish!
Seeing this scene, Gone’s face was extremely gloomy, and he said coldly to Haotian
Divine Sovereign: “Haotian, you are courting death.”
After saying that, Gone’s eyes fell on the God of Nine Heavens, and he shouted angrily:
“Do you dare to go back on your promises in the realm of the gods?” Although the
Primordial Spirit in the Soul Requiring Magic Stone is fake, being played by Haotian
Divine Sovereign in such a way, whoever it is, will be unable to restrain his anger.
At this time, Gone still didn’t know that the one who planned the raid was not the God of
Haotian, but Nuwa who pretended to be the Demon King of Qingming.

The voice fell, and Zhu Sheng and several demon kings behind him also yelled.
“Ma De, your God’s Domain is really shameless.”
“You go back on your word, despicable and shameless.”
At the same time, several demon kings did not forget to ask Nuwa about the situation.
“Qing Ming, are you alright?”
Until this time, the demons didn’t know that Nuwa was deceived.
call!
Hearing their inquiries, Nu Wa secretly breathed a sigh of relief. Fortunately, the Demon
Race did not doubt herself.
Thinking to herself, Nuwa turned her head and replied, “I’m fine.”
Then, Nuwa looked ashamed and said to Gone, “I’m really ashamed that my
subordinates are not doing well.”
“You’re fine . It’s over.” Gone responded coldly, feeling annoyed and annoyed in his
heart, this Qing Ming is really too careless, how could he be raided by the Haotian
Divine Sovereign at such a critical time?
But Gone didn’t care so much, and his eyes fell on Haotian Divine Sovereign again, and
said coldly: “Haotian, you have already got the magic stone in your God’s Domain, hand
over Yue Feng quickly.”
“Haha!”
Haotian Shenjun smiled coldly: “Hand over Yue Feng? What are you daydreaming
about? He has a major connection with the language of the innate
spirit stone, so how can it be easily handed over to you?” Come back and deal with you
demons and demons, you don’t need to apply rules at all.”
Mad!
Hearing these words, Gone was furious, and his eyes instantly turned blood red.
“Hahaha…”
At this moment, Jiutian God also reacted, couldn’t help laughing, and praised Haotian
God Jun: “Haotian, you did a good job, you should deal with them like this.

” , Jiutian God did not forget to taunt Gone: “Goni, thank you for sending my master’s
primordial spirit in person, we will have a period later, haha…”
“Okay, very good!”
Seeing Jiutian God’s face Proud, Gone was extremely angry, and nodded again and
again: “You hypocrites, dare to play with the deity, the deity will make you pay the
price.”
After speaking, Gone quickly recited a formula.
hum!
At the moment when the formula sounded, a terrifying force burst out from the soulsuppressing magic stone, and in an instant, the entire valley was dark.
Chapter 4498
What’s the matter?
At this moment, Haotian Divine Sovereign had a bad premonition. He clearly felt that an
unparalleled power was about to burst out from the Soul Requiring Magic Stone in his
hand.
At the same time, the Nine Heavens God, those priests, and Yue Feng also felt it.
None of them knew that the formula that Gone recited was to detonate the soulsuppressing magic stone. The soul-suppressing magic stone was a treasure of the
demon race, and it contained extremely terrifying power. Once it was released, the
power was terrifying.
“Haotian!”
At this moment, Jiutian God reacted quickly and shouted at Haotian Divine Sovereign:
“What’s going on? Is something wrong with Master’s Yuanshen?
” Among the soul magic stones, there is no primordial spirit of the great ancestors.
“I don’t know.” Divine Sovereign Haotian was sweating profusely. At this time, he
wanted to throw away the Soul-Suppressing Magic Stone, but the power that burst out
completely imprisoned him, unable to move, and he couldn’t use any power.
What the hell!
This is going to explode.

At this time, Yue Feng was also full of fear, and wanted to rush to the distance to avoid
it, but he was tightly controlled by the one hand of the Haotian God, and he had no
chance at all.
Finally, after reading the last mantra, Gone’s eyes flashed with a cold light, and he
shouted angrily: “Give me death!”
Boom!
At the moment when the voice fell, the soul-suppressing magic stone burst with a bang,
sending out an earth-shattering roar, terrifying power, raging in the entire valley, dust
and smoke everywhere.
Huhuhu…
The terrifying explosive force swept out towards the surroundings. For a time, the Nine
Heavens God and the priests all retreated subconsciously, and at the same time raised
their hands to deploy a protective film in front of them.
Pfft!
But Nuwa, who was the closest, was not spared, and was suddenly sent dozens of
meters away by the powerful impact.
This…
At this moment, Nu Wa struggled to stand up, staring blankly at the place shrouded in
dust, and was secretly shocked.
This soul-suppressing magic stone actually contains such terrifying power.
Can Haotian Divine Lord and Yue Feng still be alive?
Phew…
At the same time, the Nine Heavens God and the priests were also shocked and angry.
Gone actually detonated the soul-suppressing magic stone. Will the ancestor spirit
trapped inside be seriously injured?
Until this time, the Nine Heavens God and those priests still believed that the primordial
spirit of the ancestors of the Great Desolation was in the Soul Requiring Magic Stone.
hiss!

Finally, the dust and smoke gradually dissipated. At this time, seeing the scene inside,
whether it was the Nine Heavens God or those priests, they couldn’t help gasping for
air.
I saw a huge pit blasted out of the ground, and the pit was charred black.
Beside him, Yue Feng lay there quietly, with a blood stained face, very embarrassed.
Speaking of which, if Yue Feng suffered such a terrifying explosion half a year ago, he
must have been soaked, but he was reborn through the red lotus of the law and
possessed the body of a mysterious saint. Although the explosion just now was
terrifying, it only caused some shocks to him. , and no real harm was done.
However, on the Divine Realm side, no one cared about Yue Feng’s life and death.
“Haotian!”
At this time, the Nine Heavens God endured the anger in his heart and shouted to the
God of Haotian: “How are you?”
However, Haotian Divine Sovereign had passed out and was unable to respond.
Um?
At this time, the Nine Heavens God was very anxious, and looked around to search for
the primordial spirit of the ancestors of the Great Desolation. However, in the giant pit,
there was not a single shadow that was empty.
At this moment, Jiutian God finally realized that he had been deceived, and shouted
angrily at Gone: “Goni, you dare to play with me? Where is my master’s primordial
spirit?”
At this time, Jiutian God was almost unforgivable. .
This demon clan is so cunning. Before, he actually made a fake image in the magic
stone to deceive himself.
“Hahaha…”
Feeling the wrath of the Nine Heavens God, Gone laughed and said coldly and
sarcastically: “Nine Heavens child, you have the nerve to say this deity? Why didn’t you
say how much of your Divine Realm was when Haotian raided just now? Open and
aboveboard?”
“The so-called, soldiers never tire of deceit, we are each other.”

Mad!
Hearing this, Jiutian God’s face was extremely gloomy, but he had nothing to refute.
Because what Gone said was right, the sudden sneak attack by the Haotian Divine
Monarch just now was not very authentic.
Chapter 4499
“Nine days child.”
At this time, Gone was too lazy to talk nonsense, and said coldly: “Since neither of us is
sincere, this exchange will be void.”
Om!
The voice fell, and Gone’s figure erupted, heading straight for the giant pit.
At this time, Gone, like a lightning current star, reached the bottom of the deep pit in the
blink of an eye, grabbed Yue Feng, and quickly returned.
When passing by Nuwa, Gogne grabbed her tightly with the other hand and took it
away.
“Let’s go!”
When he rushed into the air, Gone commanded at Zhu Sheng and several demon
kings.
Whoosh …
Hearing the order, several Demon Lords followed closely behind, and flew towards the
distant sky with Gone.
At this moment, Gone was above the sky, and he did not forget to turn his head and
taunted at Jiutian God: “Jiutian child, you are a waste without the ancestors of the Great
Wilderness. Remember, when my demons make a comeback, it will be the day when
your God’s Domain perishes. Haha…”
Shuh!
Seeing this scene, the Nine Heavens God was furious and was about to command the
priests to pursue them. However, they were still a step behind. In the blink of an eye,
Gone and the others disappeared from sight.
“Trash, it’s all trash!”

At this time, the Nine Heavens God was about to explode with anger, his eyes were
blood red, and he kept roaring.
This time, I was completely played by the demons. Not only did they fail to welcome
back the master’s primordial spirit, but they also let the other party snatch away Yue
Feng. The only bargaining chip was gone, so how could they play against the demons?
“boom!”
Jiutian God became more and more angry, and suddenly raised his hand and hit the
hillside not far away, only to hear a roar, and the hillside was directly razed to the
ground.
Feeling the wrath of the Nine Heavens God, the priests behind them were all trembling,
and they didn’t dare to let out the air.
“Your Majesty!”
After a few seconds, the Holy Monarch Mingyue walked out slowly and said cautiously:
“Your Majesty does not need to be irritable, we are not a complete defeat, the empress
is still lurking in the Demon Race, we can definitely turn the situation around.
” The priests nodded in agreement.
call!
Hearing the consolation, Jiutian God took a deep breath, his anger calmed down a lot,
and he waved
his hand and said, “Take Haotian and return to Yutian Palace.”
“Yes, Your Majesty!”
……
On the other side, Gonie brought Nu Wa and Yue Feng, as well as several demon
kings, and quickly returned to the Palace of Sealing Demon Mountain.
Pfft!
Throwing Nuwa and Yue Feng on the ground, Gone slowly sat on the throne without the
slightest expression on his face, gloomy and scary.
“Qing Ming!” A

few seconds later, Gone stared at Nuwa quietly: “What happened just now? How could
you be raided by the Haotian God?”
This Qing Ming’s affairs are really becoming more and more unreliable.
“Your Highness!”
Nuwa responded with a look of panic: “God’s Domain didn’t intend to exchange with us
at all, and the Haotian Divine Sovereign made a sudden move, and his subordinates
didn’t react.”
When she said this, Nu Wa’s mind quickly turned, thinking about countermeasures.
Gone didn’t trap the master’s primordial spirit in the soul-suppressing magic stone,
where would it be hidden?
“Forget it!”
Seeing Nuwa’s sincere attitude, Gone didn’t care too much, and said slowly: “Maybe
you have done too much during this time, and you are a little tired. You should step
aside first.”
“Yes . , Your Highness!” Nuwa responded and stepped aside.
Swish!
At this time, Gonie’s eyes flickered, and he locked on Yue Feng, who had passed out,
and frowned: “This kid has a really big life. The explosion of the soul-suppressing magic
stone just didn’t kill him.”
When he said this, Gone Some distressed. The soul-suppressing magic stone is the
treasure of the demon race, and it is a pity that it was completely destroyed just now.
However, they managed to capture Yue Feng, so it wasn’t too much of a loss.
“Your Highness!” At this time, the candle saint demon king stepped forward and said in
a very angry tone
: “Use the soul-suppressing magic stone to exchange for a Yue Feng, isn’t the price we
paid a bit too big?”
He shook his head and said slowly: “The prediction of the innate spirit stone is not
wrong. This kid is our biggest enemy in dominating the realm of the gods. No matter
how much we pay, we will destroy him.”

“For the future of our demon race, go to What is it to go to a soul-suppressing magic
stone?”
Huo!
Hearing this, Candle Saint Demon King nodded: “Your Highness said yes.”
It turned out to be the case.
Seeing this scene, Nu Wa, who stepped aside, was shocked.
Chapter 4500
Could it be that the demons did everything possible to capture Yue Feng? It turned out
that the innate spirit stone predicted that Yue Feng was the key to the final destruction
of the demons.
For a time, Nu Wa’s heart suddenly opened up.
I still didn’t understand it before, the demons would rather hand over the master’s
primordial spirit than Yue Feng, and now I finally understand.
“Your Highness!”
Just when Nuwa was secretly shocked, the Candle Saint Demon King said again: “Let
his subordinates do the work of destroying this kid.”
Hmm!
Gonier nodded.
Candle Saint Demon King stopped talking nonsense, walked over step by step, the
power of the demon soul erupted, condensed a flame in the palm of his hand, and
waved towards Yue Feng.
I saw that in this fire, there was blue in the blue, which was very strange.
It is the demon spirit fire unique to the demon race.
The devil spirit fire is derived from the devil soul, without the slightest temperature, but it
can burn everything.
Oops!
Seeing this, Nuwa’s heart trembled, and she wanted to stop it. Since Yue Feng was the
key to defeating the Demon Race, he must not be allowed to die.

It’s just too late. Pfft
… But in the next second, both Gone and Zhu Sheng were all stunned. They saw this
group of demon spirit fire floated in front of Yue Feng and did not set him on fire.
, but disappeared into the body without a trace, like a stone sinking into the sea.
This… how could this be?
For a time, Zhu Sheng and several demon kings looked at each other in amazement.
It’s incredible that this kid is not afraid of demon spirit fire.
Um?
Seeing this scene, Nu Wa’s eyes flashed, and she was extremely surprised.
The power that devoured the devil’s spirit fire in Yue Feng’s body just now seems to be
the red lotus of the law.
“Faye Red Lotus?”
At this time, Gone also reacted, and his majestic face was full of solemnity: “Before this
deity was curious, his primordial spirit was destroyed by me, how did he regenerate, it
turned out to be through Faye Hong Lotus.”
Both Gone and Nuwa have existed for tens of thousands of years, and they have a
profound background. It is obvious at a glance that the strange power in Yue Feng’s
body comes from the red lotus of the Faye that only appears once in God’s Domain in
5,000 years.
What?
Hearing this, Zhu Sheng’s several demon kings changed their faces and were shocked.
As the twelve holy devil kings of the demon race, they have all heard of the red lotus of
the law. Become a mysterious saint.
“Your Highness!”
Under the shock at this time, Demon King Unsung couldn’t help but said: “Yue Feng has
the body of a Profound Sage, and ordinary methods can’t kill him at all. How can this be
done?” The
voice fell, and Demon King Candle Sage also frowned secretly. , very annoying.

Nuwa was secretly relieved.
This is good, Yue Feng raises his glass to the body of Xuansheng, even Jiutian Xuanlei
can’t kill him, now let’s see what your demons will do.
Gone sat there for a while and said lightly, “What’s so difficult about this? Do you still
remember that there is a special place thousands of miles north of Fengmo Mountain!”
Phew!
The voice fell, and the Candle Saint Demon King and the Net Saint Demon King were
all shocked.
In the next second, the Demon King Candle Sage couldn’t help but say, “Is it the
Infernal Shadow Prison that your lord said?” When he said this, the Demon King Candle
Sacred couldn’t hide the fear on his face.
Oops!
At the same time, Nuwa’s expression changed and she couldn’t help but came out and
said, “Your Highness, I don’t think it is necessary to throw Yue Feng into the Infernal
Shadow Prison, as long as we trap him tightly, he won’t be able to turn around much.
Come on.”
When she said this, Nuwa’s face was indifferent, but she couldn’t be more anxious.
You must know that the Infernal Shadow Prison is the place where both the Demon
Race and the Divine Realm are talking about.
Because there, the four innate evil beasts are imprisoned.
After Pangu opened the world, all things have spirits. Not only did the four innate divine
beasts appear, but also the four evil beasts. Although Nuwa had never seen the four
evil beasts, she heard from the ancestors of Honghuang that the four evil beasts, One is
more terrifying than the other, and each has a ferocious personality.
Even if the ancestors of the Great Wilderness encountered the four evil beasts, they
would be afraid of three points. If Yue Feng was thrown into the Infernal Shadow Prison
where the four evil beasts were imprisoned, he would definitely die. No.

